CITATION

IsDB PRIZE LAUREATE IN ISLAMIC ECONOMICS FOR THE YEAR 1423H

Considering their pioneering efforts in carrying out research on different themes on Islamic economics,

Recognizing their contributions in showing a systematic exposition of Islamic economics through research, serious analysis, meticulous and scientific care;

Taking into account their role in the introduction of Islamic economics in various activities of the International Financial Institutions,

Recognizing their contributions in promotion of Islamic economics through research, and scientific thinking among economists,

Appreciating their pioneering role for introducing Islamic principles in modern economics by working out a comprehensive macroeconomic model based on pure profit sharing which demonstrates the stability of Islamic economic system, when compared to the conventional system;

And in view of their sustained interest and intellectual support for the promotion of Islamic economics;

The IsDB Prize Selection Committee decides to award the IsDB Prize in Islamic Economics for the year 1423H jointly to Dr. Abbas Mirakhor and Dr. Mohsin Khan jointly.